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Introduction

DIGITAL INFLUENCERS IS A NEXT-GENERATION PLATFORM
THAT INTEGRATES CGI AVATARS AND GAMIFICATION IN
VARIOUS BUSINESS PROCESSES OF THE PROJECT.

The goal of the project is to create a transparent ecosystem where users control the process of creating and developing
CGI avatars and are involved in all stages of production through gamification and voting. Already now, the token holder
can get a share in the avatar and become a real producer of future digital stars and make profit on all contracts!

Globally, the project is developing Your Second Life - P2E Metaverse Avatars Social Network.
This is a next generation gaming social network with virtual avatars, where members only
use avatars and get the opportunity to earn money through the gamification process.

CGI avatars will increasingly be used in different areas of B2B and B2C in the nearest
future, such as the film industry, television and music industry, the gaming metaverse, the
advertising industry, journalism and fashion, as well as in many others.

Project Overview

Digital Influencers is a next generation platform with CGI avatars
The Digital Influencers project was launched in early 2021. During this time, our team has tested various technologies for creating virtual avatars
and options for their implementation in the game industry, film industry, influencer marketing and other business areas. Our team consists of
professional CGI artists, sculptors, animators, game developers, screenwriters, marketers, PR strategists and other equally important employees.

The main directions of the project
PRODUCTI ON CENTER GAMI NG PLATFORM "PRODUCE TO EARN"
is a service for the global promotion of virtual avatars in the real world. One click only and the user will be able to become an avatar producer
and get interest from the avatar's income or earn on selling his share in the avatar.

P2E METAVERSE AVATARS SOCI AL NETWORK “YOUR SECOND LI FE”
Pis a next generation gaming social network with virtual avatars, where members only use avatars and get the opportunity to earn money
through the process of gamification.

CGI INFLUENCER MARKETI NG
is a service for brands and advertisers with comprehensive influencer marketing and integration of virtual avatars into advertising campaigns.

Project Overview

CGI MARKETPLACE
is a global marketplace for buying, selling, and renting virtual avatars and digital accessories for use in various B2B / B2C areas.

CGI FILM STUDIO
is a service for brands and advertisers with comprehensive influencer marketing and integration of virtual avatars into advertising campaigns.

CGI DEVELOPMENT
s a platform for digital content creators and also a service for developing full-cycle virtual avatars.

Virtual avatars will increasingly be used in different B2B and B2C areas such as the film, television and music industries, the gaming metaverse, advertising,
journalism and fashion industries and many others.
Our company has created a Production Center platform. It is a next generation game simulator format that empowers everyone to become a digital avatar producer.
During the gaming process any user can start producing to earn (P2E) on promoting an avatar and make it a digital star.
At the second stage, Digital Influences integrates all avatars into the next generation social network “Your Second Life”. This is a hybrid format of social media and
gaming metaverse, where users will only use avatars, having an opportunity to produce to earn (P2E).
Our team strongly believes that this will help us to achieve our goal to fill the world with emotions through the power of virtual creativity and technology!

Go-To-Market strategy

Digital Influencers company plans to become a unicorn and use the blue ocean strategy.
This strategy is aimed at developing products and new market directions, which is opposite to competing strategies in existing niches.
Influencer marketing is the most effective type of promotion and it is our strong advantage among other projects, since influencer marketing is tightly connected
with our digital avatars.

We create digital influencers who will be implemented in almost all business areas and will be collaborating with real influencers. Just imagine how influential
we will become, having one thousand digital influencers on our platform, who are considered to be opinion leaders in different B2B and B2C spheres.
Yes, that's right, we are able to write any script for our avatars that will greatly influence all digital marketing spheres, like social networks, mass media, etc.

We are not only creating our own avatars and grow digital stars out of them, our platform brings other digital influencer creators together. We also enable
rising and already popular bloggers to create their own digital avatars. Accordingly, all this will catalyze the rapid growth of our avatars network. The global
goal of the project is to build an ecosystem and create digital opinion leaders in all industries.

M O R E O V ER , O UR DEVE LOP M ENT S TRAT EG Y CON CERNS LA UNCHI NG T W O G LOBA L EVENTS W I TH AV AT A R S I N A NE W FO R M A T:
Reality show of influencers and digital avatars in hybrid format (similar to Alter Ego, an American music competition game show that premiered on Fox) and
Digital Beauty Contest Miss Universe (online with digital avatars).

Product Viability

Humans come and go, but Digital Avatar lives forever!
If you are still trying to figure out what a virtual influencer is, you are forgiven, considering that the influencer marketing landscape continues to
grow at such an immense pace. In short, a virtual influencer is a digital character that was created using computer graphics software. This character
is then given a personality and will at all times act on social media platforms as if he/she is the influencer.

A recent study completed by HypeAuditor has revealed that although the negative follower growth of virtual
influencers is up by 18% in 2020 from the previous year, they are still a strong force to be reckoned with. According to
Christopher Travers, the founder of VirtualHumans.org, virtual influencers can do anything that human influencers can
do, but with more control and engagement. As a matter of fact, virtual influencers can offer nearly three times the
engagement rates of real influencers.

SO WHY ARE VI RTUAL AVATARS TRENDING?
Influencer marketing has fundamentally changed the advertising and gamification industry in the past few years.
While influencer marketing continues to gain traction, our startup is introducing a new format to the influencer
industry: gamification with virtual avatars.
Virtual influencers offer exciting opportunities in the social media marketing space. At the same time, the market is
already prepared for the introduction of avatars in different forms. Virtual influencers can do anything that regular
people can do, but with more of an impact, control and involvement.

Product Viability

In the near future, the number of virtual influencers involved in influencer marketing
and the gaming industry is projected to grow significantly.
Graphic technologies and artificial intelligence are constantly evolving and Great opportunities will open up soon for advanced
virtual personalities. Virtual avatars will be more involved in multiple B2B and B2C industries, such as the film, television and
music industries, the gaming industry, the advertising, journalism and fashion industries, along with many others.

Furthermore, the same changes await social networks in the short-term. Today, social networks such as
Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat and TikTok need to shift their attention towards 3D-optimized experiences in a bid to
stay relevant amidst the ongoing transition, or else they risk shelving themselves as the 2D social networks of
the past. Today's social networks are on track to become the after-thought rather than the destination.

Wherever and whenever a digital partnership opportunity arises, a virtual influencer will be able to meet demands such as time constraints,
budget limitations and availability. Since they are animated creatures, virtual people can easily integrate into existing digital spaces.

Product Viability

WHY ARE DI GI TAL I NFLUENCERS RI SI NG I N POPULARITY?
This decade is the witness of the growth of virtual influencers. There is a multitude of reasons behind the rise of this influencer technology.

VALIDATI ON
Virtual Influencers promote different lifestyles and actions. When these meet with the real world behaviors, individuals feel validated. Even
though, it is known that virtual influencers do not exist in reality, the validation is quite powerful.

ASPIRATI ON
The members of the young generation often derive aspirations from influencers. Influencers play the part of a ‘role model’. Virtual Influencers
also fall under aspiration.

TRENDS
Human beings are trend-followers. This is the reason why social media is so engaging and addictive. It is also the reason that will lead to the rise
of virtual influencers. Once dialogue initiates around it, everyone is bound to follow a virtual influencer.

COOL’ CATEGORY
It does seem ‘cool’ to be connected with a virtual avatar. The mere thought of an identity that exists in abstraction is attractive. A huge
followers base is directed through the ‘coolness’ factor.
Market formation. Many brands are considering or have already created digital ambassadors for their advertising strategies. CGI avatars
are being introduced not only in the gaming and film industry, but also in television shows such as Alter Ego (Fox Broadcasting Company).

Revenue Streams

U N L I K E O TH E R CRYPT O PROJE CTS, W E AI M T O G E NERA T E I NCOME FROM DI F FERENT SO UR CE S, AS O U R
C L I E N T S A R E FROM DI FFERE NT BUSI NE SS I NDUST RI ES , A S W E LL A S BRA NDS A RE FRO M D I F F E R E NT
F I E L D S O F ACT I VI T Y , USI N G DI GI TAL M ARKET I NG .
O N E O F O U R T O P PRI ORI T I ES I S I N F LUEN CE R MA RK ET I NG , W HI CH I S USED BY 93% OF BRA NDS A ND I S
O N E O F T H E FAS T EST GROW I NG AND M O ST PROMI SI NG MA RK E TI NG I NST RU MENT S.

OUR CLIENTS:
Brands using digital marketing and influencer marketing for advertising campaigns
Brands using product placement
Brands using gamification
Films and cartoons creators
Metaverse developers, including games that use characters
Beginner bloggers and popular influencers

MARKET SI ZE FOR 2021:

> $ 1 trillion

Global market of the marketing industry: more than $ 700 billion
Global market of the gaming industry: more than $ 336 billion
Global film distribution market: more than $ 45 billion

Revenue Streams

CASHFLOWS FROM THE CRYPTO I NDUSTRY
It is common knowledge that the competition in the market is very high, and if the crypto project does not use marketing, then most likely this
will affect the entire ecosystem and the exchange rate.
Launching an effective advertising campaign for a crypto project is only possible at very high costs.

THI S I S CAUSED BY:
Bubbling the audience (click fraud, bots, etc.)
Ineffective marketing tools. It is believed that “customers will pay anyway, since they have no other options”
A limited number of high-quality mass media, influencers, etc.
Prohibitions and restrictions on crypto projects advertising

We have tested different marketing channels and have made sure that 90% of these are poor-quality services. Now, influencer marketing is the most converting
tool and the Digital Influencers project plans to enter the market globally and provide an influencer marketing service with digital avatars.
This is a new product that engages the target audience ten times more effectively.

We are confident that having tried our marketing tool once, the client will not return to the old ineffective format!

Revenue Streams
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Product Dive

The Digital Influencers project uses a hybrid business model with a classic form of payment and a utility DIGITAL INFLUENCERS tokens, for internal use
in the services of the project. This format allows us not to lose B2B customers from the standard business sector, who use only the classic form of
payment. For our company, this is an important issue, since the project plans to receive income from the classic business and then use the mechanism of
repurchasing tokens from the exchange to maintain the token economy.

The main directions where the digital avatars will be implemented.
The goal of the production center is to create a digital influencer from a simple digital avatar, which will make money in different areas of business.
All proceeds from completed contracts will be distributed among the producers.
Influencer marketing
Film industry
Music industry
Fashion industry
E-commerce

RODUCTI ON CENTER GAMI NG PLATFORM "PRODUCE TO EARN"
Production Center P2E is a gaming platform for digital avatar co-production. where each token holder can co-produce and develop
CGI characters and real influencers using smart voting. To “Produce to Earn” (P2E), the token holder is required to become a digital
avatar producer using the Hybrid Staking mechanism.

Product Dive

WHAT I S HYBRI D STAKING
1. Blocking for any period from 1 month to 12 months.
2. A unique opportunity to sell a stake in an avatar on the marketplace during the blocking period and make profit (which
depends on the capitalization of the avatar). The capitalization of an avatar consists of the main factors:
Avatar popularity and rating in the real world as an influencer
Social activity (total number and engagement rate of active subscribers in all social media accounts)
Number of contacts made (For example, advertising campaigns, filming, etc.)
The total amount of income from all contacts (completed and future ones that have already been concluded, but not yet completed)
The quarterly evaluation will be carried out by an independent startup rating agency.

REWARD:
The reward is calculated and issued monthly with the possibility of refunding in other avatars
The reward depends on the level of development of the avatar, income, contracts completed and the producer's share in Hybrid Staking.
Every twelve months, the avatars switch to a new round of producing, and the producer pool is re-formed in Hybrid Staking.

Producers using Hybrid Staking for 12 months get several benefits:
Participation in tournaments with a Jackpot, which is formed from the general pool of avatars.
Priority entry during the next round
Increased percentage in Hybrid Staking
Distribution of an exclusive NFT collection between producers to unlock new avatars (NFT can be sold on the marketplace or exchanged for a share in an avatar)

Product Dive

PLAY FOR FREE AND GET REWARDED:
This P2E mechanism is needed for the rapid development of the ecosystem of the Production Center. Any user can become an assistant producer
and complete the task for the avatars development. For each completed task, rewards will be accrued and paid instantly.
asks and the reward amount are formed in the process of producing avatars by voting a pool of producers. The role of the assistant producer
is to complete tasks quickly and efficiently, the reward amount will be dependent upon this.
Assistant producers will also be able to participate in tournaments where the best players can receive additional reward (formed by % of the
total jackpot and by voting among producers).
Assistant producers will be able to participate in tournaments in which the best will receive additional remuneration (formed by % of the
total Jackpot and by voting among producers)

EXAMPLE OF TASKS FOR ASSI STANT PRODUCERS:
Follow social networks
Perform a repost
Write a script for an avatar
Develop a fashion design
The level of difficulty of tasks can be different and, accordingly, the more difficult the task, the higher the reward

Product Dive

CGI INFLUENCER MARKETI NG:
is a service for the B2B market that offers a comprehensive launch of an advertising influencer campaign with CGI avatars.
Clients of the service can be companies of different levels and areas of activity, for example, crypto projects or companies in
classical business areas. Payment for the service is made by the project DIGITAL INFLUENCERS tokens, as we have provided fiat
currency as a type of payment to the company's current account.
After receiving the funds, the service will repurchase tokens from the market in a ratio of 10% for the development of the
company and 90% for supporting the token economy.

P2E METAVERSE AVATARS SOCI AL NETWORK
is a next generation gaming social network with virtual avatars, where users have avatars and get the opportunity to earn
through the gamification process.
The global stage of development is the preparation for the integration of avatars into the next generation social network
Where users use CGI avatars and develop them in the metaverse and can gamify and earn.
Name of the social network “Your Second Life” Why?
The answer is simple ! Your avatar will live forever and be passed on to your next generation. We will announce more details in 1Q 2022

Product Dive

AN EXAMPLE OF A CGI AVATAR USED IN REAL BUSINESS SECTORS:
CGI avatar Lil Miquela
Instagram account https://www.instagram.com/lilmiquela/
Character Information https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Miquela
Current indicators:
Lil Miquela is a high-paid digital model who has done ad campaigns for Calvin Klein, Prada and other top fashion brands.
Lil Mikela has recently made her music video debut at the Lollapalooza online festival
Her modeling and influencer posts earned $ 12 million.
Digital avatars like Lil Mikela have proved to become the most popular trend in many creative agencies as they form brand
partnerships and complete profitable contracts. Some digital avatars get $ 8,500 per sponsored post.

Brands are expected to spend up to $ 15 billion annually on influencer marketing by 2022, compared to $ 8 billion last year,
according to Business Insider Intelligence.
A growing share of this money belongs to virtual influencers, while traditional marketing has been severely disrupted.

THE MECHANISM OF THE PRODUCTION CENTER
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Product Dive

GAMIFICATION & VOTINGLUTION

EARNINGS FROM
COMPLETED CONTRACTS

PAYMENT FOR SERVICES
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TOKEN BUYBACK

THE MECHANISM OF THE PRODUCTION CENTER

Creating scripts

Select avatars

Animation & production

Product Dive

Registration of an avatar
account in social networks
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Development strategy

Marketing Launch

BLOCKCHAIN
VOTING

Product Dive

Avatar producing mechanism
Hybrid Staking
AVATAR RATING

specifications AVATAR

Lives in New York , is engaged in investigative journalism
the main income from advertising campaigns and filming

NAME: Alice
Profession : journalist
FOLLOWERS: 274M
PRODUCERS Staking: 5307
TOTAL AMOUNT STACKING 28М DIT
VALUATION $ 21 000 000
Revenue $ 8 530 071
Hybrid Stacking 10%
PRODUCERS Rewards $ 7 920 000
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ROADMAP

Monitoring the market of virtual avatars, testing technologies for
the prototype development.
Participation in a start-up show with competitive selection to the
RunUp One business incubator and passing the Acceleration program
(MVP launch)

Formation of the company's areas of work with a focus on digital avatars and
cooperation with specialized projects.
Development of a single platform with a phased introduction of new services.
Launch of early access to a next-generation marketing platform with digital
avatars for advertising influencer campaigns.

Q1 2021

Q3 2021
Q2 2021
The first designs of digital characters with their introduction into
social networks and the gaming industry.
Testing MVP. Calculation of target audience engagement rate,
conversion and LTV, product demand using the “blue ocean” strategy.
Purchase of technical equipment and licensed software for avatars
creation and animation.

Q4 2021
Registration of Digital Influencers LLC, tokenization of the project and investments
attraction.
Obtaining the status of a resident of the Morion Digital Technopark (the largest
private technopark in the field of high technologies in Russia).
Provision of the necessary licensed technical equipment to create a professional film
studio using tracking and motion capture technology with high computing power.
Producing the first ten avatars, which will become digital stars and will be
introduced in various B2B / B2C spheres: film industry, games industry, advertising
industry, music industry, television and journalism, fashion and many others.

ROADMAP

Testing and launching the "Global reality show of influencers and digital avatars"
Implementation of personal accounts with blockchain integration into the
Production Center.
Artificial Intelligence software development for CGI avatars.
Development and placement of one hundred CGI avatars for the production center.
Launching an aggressive marketing campaign focusing on company brand and CGI
avatars awareness.

Q2 2022
Q1 2022
Influencer marketing launch with digital avatars and bloggers.
Development of exclusive digital avatars for B2B industries.
Preparation of a hybrid event "Global Reality Show" Influencers and CGI avatars "
Preparation of a virtual beauty contest using avatars "Miss Digital Universe".
Preparation for movie shooting with digital avatars and digitized actors.
Collaborations with top influencers.
Negotiations and conclusion of advertising contracts with major global brands for the entire period of
2022 - 2023
Testing and launching the Production Center and the first monetization of avatars.
Testing and launching a marketplace with digital content.
Launch of the “Best Digital Producer 2022” tournament with different nominations and a Jackpot draw

Testing and launching early access to the next generation social network with
CGI avatars “Your Second Life” - P2E Metaverse Avatars Social Network
Artificial intelligence software testing.
Integration of CGI avatars into the social network "Your Second Life"
The results of the “Best Digital Producer 2022” Tournament. Live broadcasting of
the winners rewarding and distribution of the prize fund among all producers.
Elaboration and coordination of development plans for 2023 with token holders
using smart voting.

Q4 2022

Q3 2022
Testing and launching the “Miss Digital Universe” beauty contest using CGI avatars.
Scaling with the broadcasting on television "Reality show of influencers and digital
avatars" and the beauty contest "Miss Digital Universe".
Expansion of the Production Center network up to three hundred CGI avatars.
Improve the recognition of CGI avatars around the world and increase the audience reach up
to 500 million users on social networks.

Team

Dmitry Kirchenko |CEO

Roman Belyasov|CTO

Anastasiia Politova
Chief Marketer & Producer

Nikita Karpenko
Animator Supervisor

Ivan Zauyalau
Designer Head

Mikhail Kalyuzhnyi
Senior Developer

Token Economy & Basic Metrics

ANGEL ROUND
TEAM & ADVISORS
2%
12%

STRATEGIC ROUND
9%

REWARDS POOL
33.5%

PUBLIC ROUND
1.5%

Token Supply
500,000,000

PRIVATE ROUND
2%
ECOSYSTEM & DEV
40%

Basic Metrics :
Token Name: Digital Influencers Token
Ticker Symbol: DIT
Blockchain Network: BCS
Token Supply: 500,000,000
Project Valuation: $ 35 000 000

Token Economy & Basic Metrics

Token Allocation
Fundraising

TOKEN ALLOKATION

PRICE

ANGEL ROUND

2% |10 000 000

$ 0.05

$ 500 000

STRATEGIC ROUND

9% | 45 000 000

$ 0.06

$ 2 700 000

PRIVATE ROUND

2% | 10 00 000

$ 0.06

$ 600 000

PUBLIC ROUND

1.5% |7 500 000

$ 0.07

$ 525 000

TOTAL RAISE

Token Economy & Basic Metrics

Token release schedule
distribution

initial

Vesting

ANGEL ROUND

5 % at tge

5 months cliff then linear vesting over the next 24 months

STRATEGIC ROUND

2% at tge

5 months cliff then linear vesting over the next 24 months

PRIVATE ROUND

15 % at tge

3 months cliff then linear vesting over the next 12 months

PUBLIC ROUND

25 % at tge

3 month cliff, then linear vesting over the next 12 months

REWARDS POOL

10 % at tge

3 month cliff, then linear vesting over the next 36 months

ECOSYSTEM & DEV

5 % at tge

3 month cliff, then linear vesting over the next 36 months

TEAM & ADVISORS

0%

2 year fully locked, then unlock over 24 months

Partners & Investors

Partners

Investors ANGEL ROUND

Business accelerator bringing together
successful people to create innovation

STRATEGIC INVESTOR

Contacts

We create amazing solutions for our clients, contact us to learn how we can help
Have a question or need assistance?
We are here to help you with
anything you need!

https://digital-influencers.com/
INFO@DIGITAL-INFLUENCERS.COM

